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Abstract. Petri nets are studied as computing devices and links
between some dynamical components and the computational power
of Petri net are established.

The combination of different dynamical components leads to a hier-
archy of computational processes.

Examples show how the obtained result facilitate the study of the
computational power of abstract computational devices.

1 Introduction

The research reported in this paper originated by the study of several compu-
tational devices. During these studies it was noticed that the computational
power of such devices is equal to the one of Turing machines only if either max-
imal concurrency, or priorities between rules, or inhibitions in the applications
of rules or the presence of components available in an unbounded amount were
present. Moreover, it was noticed that different computational devices having
a particular computing power shared the same dynamics.

These observations led to wonder on the possibility to classify abstract de-
vices according to their dynamical properties. Such a classification would be
useful in sever respects: it would allow to regard as equal some properties
(maximal concurrency, priorities, etc.) that are now considered different from
each other; it could indicate the necessary and sufficient dynamical components
that have to be present in a system in order to exhibit a certain computational
power, this, in turn, would facilitate the study of these systems.

We study Petri nets as a computing device and establish links between some
dynamical components and the computational power of Petri nets. It is proved
that the combination of different dynamical components leads to a hierarchy of
computational processes.

With the help of some examples we show how the obtained result can help
the study of the computational power of abstract computational devices.

The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 some basic definitions and
notations are introduced; in Section 3 it is proved that maximal concurrency,
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priorities, inhibition and the unboundness of some components are equivalent
for the kind of systems we consider; in Section 4 a hierarchy of computational
processes based on dynamical properties is defined; in Section 5 an example for
a (complex) proof present in Section 4 is given; in Section 6 it is showed how
the results present in this paper can be applied to the study of the computa-
tional power of some formal systems; in Section 7 conclusions are drawn and we
indicate how such study can be continued.

2 Basic definitions

We assume the reader to have familiarity with basic concepts of formal language
theory [17], with the topic of Petri nets [31] and program machines [26]. We
indicate with N the set of natural numbers while N0 = {0} ∪ N. The number
languages generated by type-0 and type-3 grammars (having terminal alphabet
with only one element) are indicated by N·RE and N·REG, respectively [32].

In the following subsections we recall particular aspects relevant to our pre-
sentation.

2.1 Petri nets

Definition 1. A Petri net is a quadruple N = (P, T, F,Cin), where:

i) (P, T, F ) is a net, that is:

1. P and T are sets with P ∩ T = ∅;
2. F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P );

3. for every t ∈ T there exist p, q ∈ P such that (p, t), (t, q) ∈ F ;

4. for every t ∈ T and p, q,∈ P , if (p, t), (t, q) ∈ F , then p 6= q;

ii) Cin ⊆ P is the initial configuration (or initial marking).

Elements of P are called places (graphically represented with circles), el-
ements of T are called transitions (graphically represented with rectangles),
elements of X = P ∪ T are called elements (of N). We allow P and T to have
an unbounded number of elements.

F is called the flow relation and its elements are graphically represented by
directed arrows connecting places and transitions.

We consider strongly connected nets except when otherwise stated.

Definition 2. A net N = (P, T, F ) is strongly connected if when any element
of the flow relation is replaced by a bi-directional connection, then for each
x1, x2 ∈ X there is a path from x1 to x2.

A set C ⊆ P is a configuration; graphically, a configuration is represented
by placing a ‘token’ (that is, a dot) in every circle corresponding to a place
in C. In the literature of Petri nets what we indicated being a configuration
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is normally called marking. Anyhow, in this paper we prefer to use the term
configuration for this concept. Given a Petri net N = (P, T, F, Cin), (P, T, F ) is
the underlying net of N , an underlying net is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: A net.

For each x ∈ X, •x = {y ∈ X | (y, x) ∈ F} is the input set of x, while
x• = {y ∈ X | (x, y) ∈ F} is the output set of x.

Let N = (P, T, F, Cin) be a Petri net, t ∈ T and C, D ⊆ P . The transition
t can be fired in C if •t ⊆ C and t• ∩ C = ∅. The transition t fires from C
to D if t fires in C and D = (C\•t) ∪ t•, this is indicated with C[t〉D. If for
Ci ⊆ P, ti ∈ T, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ∈ N, Ci[tj〉Cn with x = t1 . . . tn, then we say that
x fires in C1.

Given a Petri net N = (P, T, F, Cin), x ∈ T ∗ is a firing sequence of N if
x fires in Cin. The set of all firing sequences of N is denoted by FS(N). A
configuration C ⊆ P is said a reachable configuration of N if there exist an
x ∈ FS(N) with Cin[x〉C. The set of all reachable configurations of N is
denoted by CN .

A directed edge-labelled graph is a graph provided with a labelling function
for its edges. Given a Petri net N = (P, T, F, Cin) we define the sequential
configuration graph of N, denoted by SCG(N), as a directed edge-labelled graph
having elements in CN as vertexes, E = {(C,D) | C, D ∈ CN , t ∈ T, C[t〉D}
as set of directed edges and label : P × T × P → T as labelling function. If
e = (C,D) ∈ E, t ∈ T and C[t〉D, then label(C, t, D) = t.

Let N = (P, T, F, Cin) be a Petri net, C,D ⊆ P and U ⊆ T . The set U is a
step from C to D, indicated by C[U〉D, if:

1. if for each two distinct t1, t2 ∈ U, (•t1 ∪ t•1) ∩ (•t2 ∪ t•2) = ∅;
2. •U ⊆ C and U• ∩ C = ∅ (where •U =

⋃
t∈U

•t and U• =
⋃

t∈U t•);
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3. D = (C\•U) ∩ U•.

If a step U ⊆ T is such that |U | ≥ 2 (where given a set A, |A| indicates its
cardinality, that is the number of elements of A), then U is called concurrent
step.

The configuration graph of N, denoted by CG(N), is similar to the SCG(N)
but it has E = {(C, D) | C, D ∈ CN , U ⊆ T, C[U〉D} and label : P × (P(T ) \
{∅}) × P → P(T ) \ {∅} (where, given a set A, P(A) indicates its power set,
the set of all subsets of A). If e = (C,D) ∈ E, U ⊆ T and C[U〉D, then
label(C, U,D) = U .

The maximal strategy configuration graph of N, denoted by MSCG(N), is
a direct edge-labelled graph having elements in CN as vertexes, edges E =
{(C, D) | C, D ∈ CN , U ⊆ T, C[U〉D and there is no U ′ ⊆ T such that |U ′| >
|U | with C[U ′〉D} and label : P × (P(T ) \ {∅}) × P → P(T ) \ {∅}. If e =
(C, D), U ⊆ T, C[U〉T and there is no U ′ ⊆ T such that |U ′| > |U | with
C[U ′〉D}, then label(C, U,D) = U .

In Figure 2 a SCG, a CG and a MSCG for the net depicted in Figure 1 are
depicted.
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Figure 2: (a) a SCG, (b) a CG and (c) a MSCG for the net depicted in Figure
1.

We are also going to consider Petri nets with priorities. In this case the
definition of the Petri net includes the priority function Pri : T → N. In such a
Petri net a step from can occur if no transition t ∈ T \U , T can fire in C, and t
has higher priority than each transitions in U . The priority configuration graph
of N is only defined for Petri nets with priorities N = (P, T, F,Cin, P ri). It is a
direct edge-labelled graph denoted by PrCG(N) with vertexes in CN , edges E =
{(C, D) | C, D ∈ CN , U ⊆ T, C[U〉D and there is no t ∈ T, t can be fired in C,
Pri(t) > Pri(t′), for t′ ∈ U}, label : P × (P(T ) \ {∅}) × P → P(T ) \ {∅}.
If e = (C,D), U ⊆ T, C[U〉T and there is no t ∈ T, t can be fired in C,
Pri(t) > Pri(t′) for t′ ∈ U , then label(C,U,D) = U .
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If we consider the net depicted in Figure 1 underlying a Petri net with
priorities having Cin = {ps, pγ}, Pri(t2) = 2 and Pri(t1) = Pri(t3) = Pri(t4) =
Pri(t5) = 1, then Figure 3 depicts a priority configuration graph for N .
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Figure 3: A PrCG for the net depicted in Figure 1.

Petri nets with inhibitor arcs N = (P, T, F, I, Cin) add to Definition 1 the
following:

5. I ⊆ P × T.

An inhibitor arc is depicted with a line from a place to a transition ending
with an empty circle (see Figure 4).

Let N = (P, T, F, I, Cin) be a Petri net with inhibitor arcs, t ∈ T and
C,D ⊆ P . The transition t can be fired in C if •t ⊆ C\{p | (p, t) ∈ I} and
t• ∩ C = ∅.1

The definition of Petri nets can be enlarged to the one of place/transition
systems, P/T systems for short, allowing a place to contain more than one token
and more than one token to be removed to/added from places as a consequence
of a firing.

1add semantics for this kind of Petri nets

t1
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Figure 4: Net with inhibitor arc.
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Definition 3. A P/T system is a tuple N = (P, T, F,W,Cin), where:

i) (P, T, F ) is a net:

1. P and T are sets with P ∩ T = ∅;
2. F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P );

3. for every t ∈ T there exist p, q ∈ P such that (p, t), (t, q) ∈ F ;

ii) W : (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) → N is a weight function;

iv) Cin : P → N0 is the initial configuration.

Notice that the definition of a net for a P/T system differs from the one
given for a Petri net in the lack of point 4. Moreover, the just given definition
differs from the one normally found in the literature of P/T systems as it lacks
a capacity function K : P → N ∪ {+∞}. This choice is motivated by the fact
that we only use P/T systems with capacity functions always returning +∞.

A configuration of a P/T system is a function from P to N0. The dynamic
behaviour of a P/T system is analogous to the one of a Petri net, but considering
the weight function.

When a net underlying a P/T system is depicted the value of the weight
function is indicated by a number present close to a directed arrow, if no number
is indicated it is assumed that the weight function returns 1. With only a few
exceptions in this paper we only consider P/T systems such that W (f) = 1 for
f ∈ F and W (f) = 0 for f 6∈ F .

Let N = (P, T, F, W,Cin) be a P/T system, t ∈ T and C a configuration of
N . The transition t can be fired in C if W (p, t) ≤ C(p) for each p ∈• t. The
transition t fires from C to D if t fires in C and D(p) = C(p)−W (p, t)+W (t, p).
This is indicated with C[t〉D.

The definitions of firing sequence, reachable configuration, sequential configu-
ration graph, concurrent step, maximal strategy configuration graph and priority
configuration graph for a P/T systems N follows from the ones given for Petri
nets considering that the vertexes of the graphs are vectors. In this paper the
vertexes in the configuration graphs associated to P/T systems are depicted
as vectors. If, for instance P = {p1, p2} and a configuration C is such that
C(p1) = 3, C(p2) = 0, then the vector indicating C will be (3, 0). For the sake
of clarity some abuse of notation is present in the indication of these config-
urations. The definitions of P/T system with priorities and P/T system with
inhibitor arcs follow from the ones of Petri nets with priorities and Petri nets
with inhibitor arcs, respectively.

Let N = (P, T, F, W,Cin) be a P/T system, C and D configurations of N and
U ⊆ N0

|T |, U = (u1, . . . , u|T |). The vector U is a maximal parallel concurrent
step from C to D, indicated by C[U〉mpD, if:

1) for each p ∈ P
∑|T |

i=1 uiW (p, ti) ≤ C(p);
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2) there is not U ′ = (u′1, . . . , u
′
|T |) such that u′i ≥ ui for 1 ≤ i ≤ |T | with at

least one j ∈ {1, . . . , |T |}, u′j ≥ uj with
∑|T |

i=1 u′iW (p, ti) ≤ C(p) for each
p ∈ P .

If this holds than we say that U mp-fires from C to D with D(p) = C(p)−∑|T |
i=1 uiW (p, ti) +

∑|T |
i=1 uiW (ti, p) for each p ∈ P .

Given a P/T system N = (P, T, F,W,Cin), x = (x1, . . . , xn) with x1, . . . ,

xn ∈ N0
|T |, is a maximal parallel firing sequence of N if there are C1, . . . , Cn

configurations of N such that Cin[x1〉mpC1, . . . , Cn−1[xn〉mpCn. In this case we
say that x is a firing sequence, that x mp-fires in Cin and we write Cin[x〉mpCn.
The set of all mp-firing sequences of N is denoted by MPFS(N). A configu-
ration C of N is said a maximal parallel reachable configuration of N if there is
a maximal parallel firing sequence x ∈ MPFS(N) with Cin[x〉mpC. The set of
maximal parallel reachable configurations of N is denoted by Cmp

N .

Given a P/T system N = (P, T, F,W,Cin) we define the maximal parallel
configuration graph of N , denoted by MPCG(N), as a directed edge-labelled
graph having elements in Cmp

N as vertexes, E = {(C, D) | C,D ∈ Cmp
n , x ∈

N0
|T |, C[x〉mpD} as set of directed edges and label : N0

|P | × N0
|T | × N0

|P | →
N0

|T | as labelling function. If e = (C, D) ∈ E, x ∈ N0
|T | and C[x〉mpD, then

label(C, x,D) = x.

If we consider the P/T system depicted in Figure 5.a, then the CG, MPCG
and MSCG are depicted in Figure 5.b, c and d, respectively.
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Figure 5: (a) A P/T system and its (b) CG, (c) MPCG and (d) MSCG.
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Lemma 1. Any P/T system firing under maximal concurrency can be simulated
by a P/T system firing under maximal parallelism.

Proof. Clearly a P/T system firing under maximal strategy (in each config-
uration transitions can fire at most once) is a specific case of a P/T system
firing under maximal parallelism (in each configuration transitions can fire an
unbounded number of times).

Lemma 2. Any P/T system firing under maximal parallelism can be simulated
by a P/T system firing under maximal strategy and having an unbounded number
of transitions.

Proof. Let N = (P, T, F,W,Cin) a P/T system firing under maximal paral-
lelism. We define N ′ = (P, T ′, F ′,W ′, Cin), a P/T system firing under maximal
strategy simulating N . The system N ′ is such that T ⊂ T ′ and F ⊂ F ′. More-
over, for each transition t ∈ T there are an unbounded number of transitions
ti, i ∈ N such that •ti = •t and t•i = t• and the set F ′ contains (p, ti) for
each p ∈ •t and (ti, p) for each p ∈ t•. The weight function W ′ is such that
W ′(p, t) = W (p, t) and W ′(t, p) = W (t, p) for p ∈ P and t ∈ T . Moreover,
W ′(p, ti) = W (p, t) and W ′(ti, p) = W (t, p) for p ∈ P, t ∈ T, ti ∈ T ′ \ T and
i ∈ N.

For each C, D ∈ Cmp
n such that C[U〉mpD for U = (u1, . . . , u|T |) there is

U ′ ⊂ T ′, U ′ = {t1,1, . . . , ti,u1 , . . . , t|T |,1, . . . , t|T |,u|T |} such that C[U ′〉D in N ′.
Informally, for each configuration in N in which a transitions t fires n times
there are t1, . . . , tn transitions each firing once in N ′. It should be clear that
Cmp

N = CN ′ . This completes the proof.

From the previous lemma we know that given N , a P/T system firing under
maximal parallelism, it is always possible to define a P/T system N ′ firing under
maximal strategy and a strong bisimulation R ⊆ Cmp

N × CN ′ .

Petri nets can be regarded as a specific kind of a P/T systems having
W : F → {1}.

In this paper we consider (Petri nets and) P/T systems as accepting or
generating computing devices. The definition of accepting P/T systems includes
the indication of a set Pin ⊂ P of input places and one final place pf ∈ P . The
places in P \ Pin are called work places.

An accepting P/T system is denoted by N = (P, T, F, W,Cin, Pin, pf ) and it
is such that Cin(pf ) = 0. A priority function is indicated if priorities are used.
A configuration C ∈ CN is said to be final if no firing is possible from C. In
the following we use DG to refer to sequential configuration graphs, configura-
tion graphs, maximal strategy configuration graphs and priority configuration
graphs.

We say that a P/T system N =(P, T, F,W,Cin, Pin, pf ) with Pin ={pin,1, . . . ,
pin,k}, k ∈ N accepts the vector (Cin(pin,1), . . . , Cin(pin,k)) if in DG

Cfin is a final configuration;
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there is at least one path from Cin to Cfin and Cfin(pf ) > 0;

no other configuration D in the path from Cin to Cfin is such that D(pf ) > 0.

The language accepted by N is denoted by L(N) and it is composed by the
vectors (Cin(pin,1), . . . , Cin(pin,k)) accepted by N .

The definition of generating P/T systems includes the indication of a set
Pout ⊂ P of output places and one final place pf ∈ P . The places in P \ Pin are
called work places.

A generating P/T system is denoted by N = (P, T, F, W,Cin, Pout, pf ) and it
is such that Cin(pf ) = 0. A priority function is indicated if priorities are used.
A configuration C ∈ CN is said to be final if no firing is possible from C. In
the following we use DG to refer to sequential configuration graphs, configura-
tion graphs, maximal strategy configuration graphs and priority configuration
graphs.

We say that a P/T system N = (P, T, F, W,Cin, Pout, pf ) with Pout =
{pout,1, . . . , pout,k}, k ∈ N generates the vector (Cfin(pin,1), . . . , Cfin(pin,k))
if in DG

Cfin is a final configuration;

there is at least one path from Cin to Cfin and fin(pf ) > 0;

no other configuration D in the path from Cin to Cfin is such that D(pf ) > 0.

The language accepted by N is denoted by L(N) and it is composed by the
vectors (Cfin(pin,1), . . . , Cfin(pin,k)) accepted by N .

2.2 Program machines

Non-rewriting Turing machines were introduced by M. L. Minsky in [25] and
then reconsidered in [26] under the name of program machines. After their in-
troduction such machines and some variants of them have been studied under
different names: in [14] they were called (multi)counter machines, in [1] mul-
tipushdown machines, in [22] register machines and in [15] counter automata.
Such devices have counters (also called registers) each of unbounded capacity
recording a natural number or zero. Simple operations can be performed on the
counters: addition of one unit and conditional subtraction of one unit. After
each or these operations the machine may change state.

Formally a program machine with n counters (n ∈ N), each counter able to
store any element in N0, is defined as M = (S, I, s1, sf ), where S = {s1, . . . , sf}
is a finite set of states, s1, sf ∈ S are respectively called the initial and final
states, I is the finite set of instructions of the form (s, γ−i , v, w) or (s, γ+

i , v)
with s, v, w ∈ S, s 6= sf , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

A configuration of a program machine M with n counters is given by an ele-
ment in the n+1-tuples S×Nn

0 . Given two configurations (s, val(γ1), . . . , val(γn)),
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(s′, γ′1, . . . , γ
′
n) (where val : {γ1, . . . , γn} → N0 is the function returning the con-

tent of a counter) we define a computational step as (s, val(γ1), . . . , val(γn)) `
(s′, γ′1, . . . , γ

′
n) and:

if (s, γ−i , v, w) ∈ I and val(γi) 6= 0, then s′ = v, γ′i = val(γi) − 1, γ′j =
val(γj), j 6= i, 1 ≤ j ≤ n;
if val(γi) = 0, then s′ = w, γ′j = val(γj), 1 ≤ j ≤ n;
(informally: in state s if the content of counter γ is greater than 0, then
subtract 1 from that counter and change state into v, otherwise change
state into w)

if (s, γ+
i , v) ∈ I, then s′ = v, γ′i = val(γi) + 1, γ′j = val(γj), j 6= i, 1 ≤ j ≤ n;

(informally: in state s add 1 to counter γ and change state into v).

The reflexive and transitive closure of ` is indicated by `∗.
A computation is a finite sequence of computational steps of a program

machine M starting from the initial configuration (s1, val(γ1), 0, . . . , 0) with
val(γ1) 6= 0, val(γj) = 0, 2 ≤ j ≤ n and ending with a final configuration from
which no computational step is possible. If the last of such configurations has
sf as state, then we say that M halts and it accepts the input val(γ1). For
this reason γ1 is called the input counter. Starting from an initial configuration
(s1, val(γ1), 0, . . . , 0) a program machine M could have a finite sequence of com-
putational steps in which the last one does not have sf as state. In this case we
say that M ends and val(γ1) is not accepted.

The set of numbers accepted by M is defined as L(M)={val(γ1) | (s1, val(γ1),
0, . . . , 0) `∗ (sf , 0, . . . , 0)}.

It is also possible to define program machines in which in the initial configu-
ration more than one counter has a content different than 0. In this case the pro-
gram machines accepts sets of vectors defined by W (M) = {(val(γ1), . . . , val(γn) |
(s1, val(γ1), . . . , val(γn)) `∗ (sf , 0, . . . , 0)} for a program machine M . The com-
putational power of program machines accepting sets of numbers or vectors is
equivalent.

It is also possible to describe program machines having all counters empty in
the initial configuration and halting with a number stored in a specific counter.
In this case the set of numbers that can be present in the halting configuration
defines the class of numbers generated by a program machine M . This set is
L(M) = {val(γ1) | (s1, 0, . . . , 0) `∗ (sf , val(γ1), 0, . . . , 0)}. In a similar way it
is possible to define program machines having all counters empty in the initial
configuration and halting with more than on e counter having content different
than zero. In this case the program machines generates sets of vectors defined
by W (M) = {(val(γ1), . . . , val(γn) | (s1, 0, . . . , 0) `∗ (sf , val(γ1), . . . , val(γn))}
for a program machine M . The computational power of program machines gen-
erating sets of numbers or vectors is equivalent.

The set of numbers accepted or generated by program machines is N·RE. It
has been proved [26] that the acceptance or generation of N·RE can be obtained
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by a program machine with three counters, two counters are necessary and
sufficient if one uses a specific input format (for example, 2x instead of x), and
that one counter is sufficient if specific commands and input format are chosen.
If instead no specific commands and input format are present, then program
machines with one counter can accept or generate N·REG.

Instructions of the kind (s, γ−i , v, w) are also called test on 0 or 0-test. This
is because they allow the machine to detect if a counter stores zero and perform
some operations as a consequence of this. The name given to instructions of
these kinds is misleading as these instruction perform more than just a test.

Partially blind program machines [14] are defined as program machines with-
out test on zero. The only allowed operations are (s, γ+, v) and (s, γ−, v) where
γ is a counter. In case the machine tries to subtract from a counter having value
zero it ends. They are strictly less computationally powerful than program ma-
chines.

Restricted program machines [18] (there called restricted counter automata)
are defined as program machines restricted in their operations: they can increase
the value of a counter, say β, only if they decrease the value of another counter,
say γ at the same time.

So, restricted program machines have only one kind of instruction: (s, γ−, β+,
v, w) with s, v, w states and γ, β different counters of the restricted program ma-
chine. If when in state s the content of counter γ can be decreased of 1, then the
one of counter β is increased by 1 and the machine goes into state v, otherwise
no operation is performed on the counters and the machine goes into state w.
Two counters γ and β are connected if there is an instruction in which both
counters are present.

Here we indicate a result from [18]:

Theorem 1. Restricted program machines with n+1 counters are more compu-
tationally powerful than the ones with n counters.

A consequence of this theorem is that restricted program machines induce
an infinite hierarchy on the number of counters.

2.3 About simulations

In general a configuration of a formal system S can be regarded as a snapshot
of (the relevant elements defining) S. In the following we consider that the set
of configuration of S is an infinite set (the result related to the finite case can
be easily deducted by the ones we indicate). If an initial configuration is given,
then S can pass from one configuration to another (depending on the rules of S
defining this passage) and eventually halt in a configuration that is called final.
The passage from one configuration to another is called transition.

This process is called (Turing) computation; so a computation is a finite
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sequence of configurations (that is, a proper subset of the infinite set of configu-
rations) where transitions define the passage from one configuration to another.

Final configurations have certain properties that make them such (that is,
different from the other configurations) and there is no transition from a final
configuration to any other configuration.

In the following we define strong simulation, strong bisimulation, weak simu-
lation and weak bisimulation adapting their original definitions (see, for instance,
[24]) to our needs.

Let S and S′ be two different formal systems with C = {c1, c2, . . .} and
C′ = {c′1, c′2, . . .} their respective sets of configurations. We indicate with ⇒
(⇒′) the transition from one configuration to another in a computation of S
(S′) With ⇒+ (⇒′+) we indicate non-empty sequences of transitions from one
configuration to another in a computation of S (S′). So, for instance, if c1 ⇒
c2 ⇒ c3, then we can write c1 ⇒+ c3.

Definition 4. Let S and S′ be two different formal systems with C and C′ their
respective sets of configurations. A binary relation SSim ⊆ C × C′ is a strong
simulation if for each c1, c2 ∈ C and c′1 ∈ C′ such that c1 SSim c′1 and c1 ⇒ c2,
then there is c′2 ∈ C′ such that c′1 ⇒ c′2 and c2 SSim c′2.

If such relation exists, then we say that S strongly simulates S′.

Definition 5. Let S and S′ be two different formal systems with C and C′
their respective sets of configurations. A binary relation WSim ⊆ C × C′ is a
weak simulation if for each c1, c2 ∈ C and c′1 ∈ C′ such that c1 WSim c′1 and
c1 ⇒+ c2, then there is c′2 ∈ C′ such that c′1 ⇒+ c′2 and c2 WSim c′2.

If such relation exists, then we say that S (weakly) simulates S′.

If S (strongly or weakly) simulates S, then S is called the simulating system
while S′ is called the simulated system.

If R is a relation, then its converse is R−1 = {(y, x) | (x, y) ∈ R}.
Definition 6. Let S and S′ be two different formal systems with C and C′
their respective sets of configurations. A binary relation R ⊆ C×C′ is a strong
bisimulation if both R and its converse are strong simulations.

A binary relation R ⊆ C × C′ is a weak bisimulation if both R and its
converse are weak simulations.

It should be clear that every strong (bi)simulation is also a weak one.
It is known that strong bisimulations are equivalence relations.

3 Maximal strategy, priorities, inhibitors and
infinity

In this section we study how Petri nets and P/T systems can (weakly or strongly)
simulate instructions of the kind (s, γ−, v, w) present in program machines. We
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start with the net (underlying the P/T system) depicted in Figure 1. The P/T
system having this net, initially considered in [2], works under maximal strategy.
In the net depicted in Figure 1 the work places ps, pv and pw are associated
with the states s, v and w, respectively; the input place pγ is associated with
the counter γ.

If a token is present in ps, n ∈ N tokens are present in pγ and no token is
present in any of the other places in the net in Figure 1, then the firing under
maximal strategy results in a token present in pv and n − 1 tokens present in
pγ . The MSCG for this net in such an initial configuration is depicted in Figure
6.c (where, for the sake of clarity, some abuse of notation in the indication of
the configurations is present). If a token is present in ps and no token is present
in any of the other places in the net in Figure 1, then the firing under maximal
concurrency results in a token present in pw. This is indicated by the MSCG
depicted in Figure 6.a.

The weak simulation of instructions of the kind (s, γ−, v, w) can also be
performed by the net (underlying the P/T system) depicted in Figure 1 when
the P/T system has priorities associated with its transitions. If transition t2
has higher priority than the other transitions (all having the same priorities),
then Figure 6.a and 6.b indicates PrCGs associated to this net.

{t2}

{t3}
(p2, p3, pγ = i− 1)

t2

t1

(ps, pγ = i)

(pv, pγ = i− 1)

(pw)

(ps)

(d)

(e)

(b)

{t1}

{t4}

(p3, p4, pγ = i− 1)

(pv, pγ = i− 1)

(p1, p2, pγ = i)

{ps, pγ = i}

(p3, p4, pγ = i− 1)

(p1, p2, pγ = i)

{t2, t3}

(ps, pγ = i)(c)

{t1}

{t4}

(pv, pγ = i− 1)

(ps)

(p1, p2)

(p1, p4

(pw)

{t5}

{t3}

{t1}

(a)

Figure 6: (a), PrCG and MSCG, (b) PrCG, (c) MSCG for the net in Figure
1; (d), (e) SCGs for the net in Figure 4, i ∈ N.

It is important for us to notice that in the P/T system simulating P there
are as many such nets as many instructions of the kind (s, γ−, v, w) present in
the simulated program machine. Moreover, as the program machine can be in
only one state per time, then at most one place ps can have a token.

Let us consider again the net depicted in Figure 1 with one token in ps,
n ∈ N tokens in pγ and no tokens in the remaining places. It is possible to
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t22
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Figure 7: Net underlying a Petri net.

transform this P/T system into a Petri net. The net underlying such Petri
net is depicted in Figure 7 (without considering the dashed place and arrow)
where, if we consider the presence of priorities, all the ti2, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, have higher
priority than the other transitions (all having the same priority). In Figure 7,
if the place pγ in the P/T system has i ∈ {1, . . .} tokens, then in the Petri net
the place pγ=i has one token and pγ=j , j 6= i have no token (we discuss the case
i = 0 in a while).

The MSCG and PrCG for this Petri net are very similar to the ones depicted
in Figure 2.c, Figure 3 and Figure 6.a.

It should be clear that neither the just mentioned P/T systems, nor the Petri
nets can simulate the instruction (s, γ−, v, w) if maximal strategy or priorities
are not considered. If in the net depicted in Figure 1, for instance, ps and pγ

have one token and the other places have no tokens, then the firing of t1, t3, t5
would result in a token in pw (not a simulation of (s, γ−, v, w)).

It should be also clear that what just indicated defines weak simulations.
This is because the P/T systems and Petri net need to perform more than one
transition to pass from a configuration associated to a state of the program
machine to another configuration associated to another state.

As in the net underlying the P/T system in Figure 1 the place pc can contain
arbitrarily many tokens, then in the net underlying the Petri net in Figure 7
the number of transitions ti2, places pc=i, i ∈ N and elements in the flow relation
is unbounded.

The simulation of instructions of the kind (s, γ−, v, w) can also be performed
by the net (underlying the P/T system) depicted in Figure 4. Also here it should
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be clear that the lack of the inhibitor arc would not allow that net to perform
the 0-test. The two sequential configuration graphs of this P/T system with
inhibitor arcs simulating the instruction (s, γ−, v, w) are depicted in Figure 6.d
and 6.e. In this case it is possible to define a strong simulation from the P/T
system with inhibitor arcs to a program machine.

The graphs depicted in Figure 6 are such that from the configuration at the
top the system can only evolve toward the configuration at the bottom. So we
can write a ‘reduced’ graphs. This is done in Figure 8.a and Figure 8.c.

(ps, pγ=0)(b)

(pw, pγ=0) (pv, pγ = i− 1)

(ps, pγ = i)(c)(ps)

(pw)

(a)

Figure 8: ‘Reduced’ graphs, i ∈ N.

If in the net depicted in Figure 7 we consider the dashed place pγ=0 and the
dashed arrow incoming this place, then the dynamics of this net is not changed,
it is actually extended to model a program machine also when a counter γ
is empty. The resulting maximal strategy and priority configuration graphs
depicted in Figure 6.a are changed adding the place pγ=0 to every configuration.
This means that its ‘reduced’ graph changes into the one indicated in Figure
8.b.

If we now consider the ‘reduced’ graphs depicted in Figure 8.b and Figure 8.c
(and we change pγ = i into pγ=i and pγ = i−1 into pγ=i−1), then we can create
another net underlying a Petri net simulating the instruction (s, γ−, v, w). This
net is depicted in Figure 9.

p′s

p′γ=0 p′γ=1 p′γ=2 p′γ=3

t
′3
2t

′2
2

p′v
p′w

t
′0
2 t

′1
2

Figure 9: Net underlying the ‘reduced’ Petri net simulating (s, γ−, v, w).

As (p′γ=0, t
′0
2 ), (t

′0
2 , p′γ=0) ∈ F what is depicted in Figure 9 is not a net un-

derlying a Petri net as defined in Definition 1 (as point 4 is not satisfied). We
can overcome this by simply removing (t

′0
2 , p′γ=0) and adding the dashed place,

transition and arrow depicted in Figure 9.
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The net underlying the Petri net depicted in Figure 9 can be regarded as
a rewriting of the one depicted in Figure 7. Such rewriting simulates the in-
struction (s, γ−, v, w) without maximal concurrency and priorities but with an
unbounded number of places and transitions (from here the ‘infinity’ present in
the title of this section).

Recalling (from Section 2.1) that a Petri net can be regarded as a specific
kind of a P/T system we can say that:

Theorem 2. P/T system with either,

1. finite number of places and transitions, unbounded number of tokens op-
erating under maximal strategy, or

2. finite number of places and transitions, unbounded number of tokens and
having priorities, or

3. finite number of places and transitions, unbounded number of tokens and
inhibitor arcs, or

4. unbounded number of places and transitions,

can simulate instruction of the kind (s, γ−, v, w).

In Section 4 we see that, considering the way the nets are build, item 4 of
the previous theorem can be rewritten so to have places as the only unbounded
element.

4 On the computing power of building blocks

Let us introduce the nets depicted in Figure 10 and call them building blocks,
join and fork in particular, as indicated in that figure.

join fork

Figure 10: Building blocks: join and fork.

Definition 7 (composition of building blocks). Let x, y = {join, fork} building
blocks and let tx and ty be the transitions present in x and y respectively.
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We say that y comes after x (or x is followed by y, or x comes before y or
x and y are in sequence) if t•x ∩• tx 6= ∅. We say that x and y are in parallel if
•tx ∩• ty 6= ∅.

If two building blocks —em x and y are in sequence or in parallel, then we
say that x and y are composed.

Notice that in these compositions building blocks share places but not tran-
sitions.

4.1 A hierarchy of processes

In this section we study the computational power of accepting Petri nets and
P/T systems whose underlying net is composed by compositions of join and
fork.

Theorem 3. The computational power of accepting P/T system firing under
maximal strategy, having a finite number of places and transitions and whose
underlying net is a composition of join and fork is equivalent to the one of
program machines.

Proof. Part I: (Such P/T systems can simulate program machines) Let N =
(P, T, F, W,Cin, Pin, pf ) be such a P/T system and M = (S, R, s0, f) be a
program machine with n counters. The composition of join and fork indi-
cate in Figure 11.a allows to create a net simulating instructions of the kind
(s, γ−, v, w) ∈ R. Figure 11.b and .c depict CGs for that net. In this net the
transitions t1 and t3 belong to a fork while the remaining transitions belong to
a join.

The instructions of the kind (s, γ+, v, w) ∈ R can be simulated by a fork
with •t+ = {ps} and t•+ = {pγ , pv} (where t+ is the transition present in the
fork).

As it is possible that the program machine is non-deterministic (that is,
once in a state more than one instruction can be applied), then some building
blocks are in parallel. Considering the net depicted in Figure 11.a and the one
simulating (s, γ+, v, w), then •t1 =• t+.

The initial configuration of the P/T system N has as many tokens in the
input places associated to the counters of the program machine as the values
associated to these counters; there is also one token in the place associate to
s0, the initial state of the program machine. The P/T system simulates one
instruction of the program machine per time. This is due to the fact that
during the simulation only one place (any one) associated to the state of the
program machine has a token (this should be clear by the way the instructions
are simulated). The computation of the P/T system halts (eventually) when
pf , the place associated to the final state of the program machine, has a token
in it.

The P/T system accepts its input only if the program machine accepts it, too
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Figure 11: (a) Net underlying a P/T system simulating (s, γ−, v, w), (b) and
(c) CGs for this net, j ∈ N0, i ∈ N.

Part II: (A program machine can simulate such P/T systems) Each place
of the accepting P/T system N = (P, T, F, W,Cin, Pin, pf ) has two different
counters associated to it in the program machine M = (S, I, s1, sf ). We call
these counters original and copy and we assume that the input counters of M are
the original counters associated to the places in Pin. Moreover, each transition
of N has a different counter associated to it.

Given a place in p ∈ P in the initial configuration of N the content of the
original and copy counter associated to p is equal to Cin(p), that is the number
of tokens present in p in the initial configuration of N . The counters associated
to the transitions are initially empty.

The program machine tries to simulate in a fix order the firing of the tran-
sitions of the P/T systems. For each transition t this simulation is divided in
two stages.

The program machine tries to subtract W ((p, t)) from each copy counter as-
sociated to p, p ∈ •t. The state of the program machine records the
finite number of steps required to do so. If this is not possible to subtract
W ((p, t)) for any of the places p ∈ •t, then the content of the copy coun-
ters is restored. This can be done thanks to what recorded by the state of
the program machine. If instead it is possible to subtract W ((p, t)) for all
the places p ∈ •t, then M adds 1 to the counter associated to t and then
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it tries to simulate the next transition in the order.

After M tried to simulate the last transition in the order, for each counter
associated to transition t whose content is bigger than 1 M :

decreases this counter by 1;

subtracts W ((p, t)) from each original counter associated to p ∈ •t;

adds W ((t, p′)) to each copy counter associated to p′ ∈ t•.

At the end of this process M changes its state into sf only if the content of
the original counter associated to pf is bigger than one. If no simulation of the
firing of any transition was performed, that is, if none of the counters associated
to the transitions was 1, then M halts in a state different than sf , otherwise M
tries to simulate again the firing of the transitions in N .

Because of Theorem 2, Theorem 3 is valid also for P/T system with priori-
ties, inhibitor arcs or unbounded number of places and transitions. Because of
Theorem 2 and Lemma 1, Theorem 3 is valid also for P/T system firing under
maximal parallelism.

A strongly connected net composed only by building blocks is such that if the
number of places is unbounded, then the number of transitions is unbounded,
too. Conversely, it can be that if the number of transitions is unbounded the
number of places is finite. Imagine, for instance, an unbounded number of
transitions belonging to a join all having the same input and output sets.

Sequences of building blocks can be re-written (that is, simulated by another
net) in a ‘compressed’ form as depicted in Figure 12.

(c)

(d)

t1

p1

p4

p4

t3

p1
t1

p3

(b)

(a)

p1 p2

p1

⇔ t3

p5

p2

p4
t2

p4

p5

⇔
p2

t2

p3

Figure 12: (a) join and fork in sequence and (b) re-written in a ‘compressed’
form; (c) fork and join in sequence and (d) re-written in a ‘compressed’ form.
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Without changing its dynamics the net depicted in Figure 1 can be re-written
as a composition of building clocks. The resulting net is depicted in Figure 11.
In a similar way the nets depicted in Figure 7 and Figure 9 can be re-written as
a compositions of building blocks. This allow us to change item 4 of Theorem
2 into:

4. unbounded number of places.

There are other ways for the kind of P/T systems considered in Theorem 3
to simulate the rule (s, γ−, v, w). One of these other ways is indicated in [12,
Figure 6] if we consider that what there called non-determinism building block
can be simulated by two fork in parallel as indicated in Figure 13.

p1

p2 p3

t1 t2
⇒

p1

p3p2

t1 t2

p4

Figure 13: A non-determinism building block simulated by two fork in parallel.

Theorem 4. The computational power of accepting P/T system having a finite
number of places and transitions and whose underlying net is a composition of
join and fork is equivalent to the one of partially blind program machines.

Proof. Part I: (Such P/T systems can simulate partially blind program ma-
chines) This proof follows from the proof of Theorem 3, Part I, considering that
instructions of the kind (s, γ−, v) can be simulated by a join with •t− = {ps, pγ}
and t•− = {pv} (where t− is the transition present in the join) and that instruc-
tions of the kind (s, γ+, v) can be simulated by a fork with •t+ = {ps} and
t•+ = {pγ , pv} (where t+ is the transition present in the fork).

If the simulated program machine tries to subtract 1 from an empty counter,
then the P/T system never reaches a configuration with a token in its final place.

Part II: (A partially blind program machine can simulate such P/T systems)
We recall that we consider P/T systems such that every place can store an un-
bounded number of tokens. Each place of the P/T system N = (P, T, F, W,Cin,
Pin, pf ) has one different counter associated to it in the program machine
M = (S,R, s0, f). In the initial configuration the values of the counters are
equal to the number of tokens present in the associated place in the initial
configuration of the P/T system.
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The machine M simulates non-deterministically the firing of transitions of
N . For each transition t ∈ T the program machine tries to subtract W (p, t)
from each counter associated to p ∈ •t. If this cannot be done, then M halts
in a non final state. Otherwise W (t, p) is added to each counter associated to
p ∈ t•. When 1 is added to pf , the counter associated to the final place of N ,
then M goes into its final state.

The program machine accepts the input only if the P/T system accepts it,
too.

Theorem 5. The computational power of accepting P/T system firing under
maximal strategy having a finite number of places and transitions and whose
underlying net is a composition of sequences of join and fork is equivalent to
the one of restricted program machines.

Proof. Part I: (Such P/T systems can simulate restricted program machines)
The join and fork sequence is depicted as in Figure 12.a; it can be ‘re-written’
as depicted in Figure 12.b.

If we consider this ‘rewriting’, then the net depicted in Figure 14.a simulates
the instruction (s, γ−, β+, v, w). We can see this from the CGs depicted in Figure
14.b and 14.c associated to this net (notice that places p1 and p4 have a token
in the initial and final configurations).
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Figure 14: (a) Net underlying a P/T system simulating (s, γ−, β+, v, w) with
(b) and (c) CGs associated to it.

The rest of the proof follows from the one of Theorem 3, Part I.

Part II: (A restricted program machine can simulate such P/T systems) The
program machine has as many counters as places in the P/T system plus one.
Let us call this extra counter buffer, it stores no value in the initial configuration.
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Every time a join block is simulated the value of the buffer is increased by one,
when a fork block is simulated the value of the buffer is decreased by one.
The program machine simulates a sequence of join and fork per time. As only
sequences of join and fork are present in the net underlying the P/T system,
then only one buffer is needed. The rest of the proof follows from the one of
Theorem 3, Part II.

It should be clear that Theorem 3 indicates that there are weak bisimulation
between the model of P/T systems considered there and program machines.
Also weak bisimulations are indicated by Theorem 4 and Theorem 5.

Theorem 6. Petri nets having a finite number of places and transitions and
whose underlying net is a composed only by join can accept only finite languages.

Proof. Part I (Such Petri nets can accept finite languages) Now we are dealing
with Petri nets (at most one token in a place) and not with P/T systems as in
the previous theorems in this section. Given a finite language L over a finite
alphabet V we construct a non-deterministic Petri net that can accept the words
in L. Let w be a word over V , if w 6∈ L, then the Petri net halts in a non-final
state; if w ∈ L, then the Petri net can halt with a token in its final place.

The input places present in the Petri net are the ones associated to the
symbols in V , the rest of the places are work places.

Given a word w its length, that is the number of symbols present in it, is
indicated with |w|. Let V = {v1, . . . , vn} be the alphabet of the language L,
L = {w1, . . . , wr} with wi = wi1 . . . wi|wi|

, τ ∈ N0 the length of the longest
word in L. The input places in the Petri net are pvj ,t with 1 ≤ j ≤ n and
1 ≤ t ≤ τ + 1; the work places are sg,hg with 1 ≤ g ≤ r, 1 ≤ h ≤ |wg|, sf (being
the final place) and sz.

The transitions are introduced in the following:

initial: ta,1 is a transition with •ta,1 = {s1,1, pvc,1} and t•a,1 = {sa,b+1} with
1 ≤ c ≤ n, 2 ≤ a ≤ r, 1 ≤ b ≤ |wa| − 1 and vc = wa,b.

Informally: if vc is the 1st symbol of the ath word, then allow the check
of the 2nd symbol of the same word;

general: ta,b is a transition with •ta,b = {sa,b, pvc,b} and t•a,b = {sa,b+1} for
1 ≤ c ≤ n, 1 ≤ a ≤ r, 1 ≤ b ≤ |wa| − 1, vc = wa,b and if b = 1, then a = 1.

Informally: if vc the bth of the ath word is there, then allow the check of the
(b+1)th symbol of the same word. Allow this check until the penultimate
symbol of the same word;

final: ta,|wa| is a transition with •ta,|wa| = {sa,|wa|, pvc,|wa|} and t•a,|wa| = {sf}
with 1 ≤ c ≤ n, 1 ≤ a ≤ r and vc = wa,b.

Informally: if the last symbol of the ath word is there, then put a token
in the final place;
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extra: tvc,τ+1 is a transition with •tvc,τ+1 = {sf , pvc,τ+1} and t•vc,τ+1 = {sz}
for 1 ≤ c ≤ n.

Informally: if the input word was longer than τ , then remove the token
from the final place.

All these transitions belong to join. In Figure 15 the net underlying the
Petri net accepting the language L = {aba, ab} is depicted. In this net the
transition t2,1 is initial, the transitions t1,1 and t1,2 are general, the transitions
t1,3 and t2,2 are final, the transitions ta,4 and tb,4 are extra.

If w = w1 . . . w|w| is a word over V = {v1, . . . , vn}, then the initial config-
uration of the Petri net is s1,1 and pvc,b with wb = vc, 1 ≤ c ≤ n, 1 ≤ b ≤
min + 1,min = |w| if |w| ≤ τ , otherwise min = τ . If |w| > τ + 1, then the
symbols wτ+2, . . . , w|w| are not considered in the input of the Petri net.

The Petri net works in the following way: if possible an initial transition
fires. This can happen only if the first symbol of the input word is also the
first symbol of (at least) one word in L. If the first symbol of the input word is
not a symbol of any word in L, then no firing occurs (and the Petri nets halts
with no token in the final place sf ). The following sequence of firing (mainly
belonging to a general transition) tries to match the input word with a word
in L whose first symbol matches the one of the input word. Notice that this
non-deterministic choice is only made by the first firing (related to an initial
transition).

As long as the symbols in the input word match the ones of the chosen word
in L, the Petri net keeps firing. If at a certain point a mismatch is present
(which also included the input word being shorter than the chosen word), then
the Petri net stops firing (with no token in the final place).

If the input word is at least as long as the chosen word, then it is possible
that the firing matching the last symbol of the chosen word is such that sf gets
a token (this occurs because of the firing of a final transition). If the input word
is longer than the chosen word, then an extra transition fires and the Petri net
halts with no token in sf .

Part II (The language accepted by such Petri nets is a finite language) This
fact derives from the following two observations. As we are dealing with Petri
nets the number of tokes present in them is at most equal to the number of
places, moreover as they are composed by join, during firing, the number of
tokens can only decrease (by one in each firing).

So, if such a Petri net has p places and t ≤ p tokens in its initial configuration,
then it is able to accept a language that has at most t words, that is a finite
language.

For the following theorem we need to introduce a restricted form of P/T
systems such that the firing of any transition let the number of tokens present
in the system either to remain unchanged or to decrease. We indicate with
P/T’ systems this kind of P/T systems. Formally: if T is the set of transitions
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pa,1 pa,2 pa,3 pa,4 pb,1 pb,2 pb,3 pb,4

s1,1

s1,2

s1,3

s2,1

s2,2

sf

sz

t1,1 t2,1

t1,3

t1,2

t2,2

ta,4 tb,4

Figure 15: Net underlying a Petri net accepting the language L = {aba, ab}
with V = {a, b} = {v1, v2}.

of a P/T’ system, then ∀t ∈ T, W ((p1, t)) + W ((p2, t)) ≥ W ((p3, t)) with
•t = {p1, p2} and t• = {p3}. These are the only P/T systems that we consider
in this paper having a weight function that does not return 1 for all elements of
the flow relation.

Theorem 7. The computational power of accepting P/T’ systems with max-
imal concurrency having a finite number of places and transitions and whose
underlying net is composed only by join is equivalent to the one of program
machines.

Proof. Part I: (Such P/T’ systems can simulate program machines) We de-
scribe a non-deterministic P/T’ system that has as many counter places pγ as
many counters present in the program machine; for each state state s of the
program machine the P/T’ system has two state places ps and ps′ ; moreover
there are places prep and ptrap.

If s0 is the initial state of the program machine, then in the initial con-
figuration of the P/T’ system there are two tokens in ps0 , there are as many
tokens in the counter places as the initial value of the counters in the program
machine. Moreover, the repository place prep contains an arbitrary number of
tokens. The remaining places do not have any token.
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The function of the repository place prep is to provide tokens. In case prep

runs out of tokens before a token is present in pf , final place of the P/T’ system,
then pf will not receive a token. Each configuration with no tokens in ptrap any
one of the state places has two tokens.

The simulation of instructions of the kind (s, γ+, v, w) is performed by the
net depicted in Figure 16. Here (because of maximal concurrency) transitions
t1 and t2 fire in parallel if two tokens are present in ps (and there is at least one
token in prep). As consequence of this firing one token is added to pγ and two
tokens are put in pv.

pvpγ

t1 t2

ps prep

2

Figure 16: Net underlying the P/T’ system simulating (s, γ+, v, w).

The simulation of instructions of the kind (s, γ−, v, w) is performed by the
net depicted in Figure 17. If ps has two tokens, pγ no tokens and prep at least
one token, then two firing sequences are possible:

t3 fires: two tokens are removes from ps, one from prep, and two tokens are
put in pw;

t2 and t4 fire in sequence, in this case ptrap gets a token and the computation
of the P/T’ system halts with no token in pf .

In case ps has two tokens, pγ and prep have at least one token, then (because
of maximal concurrency) t1 and t2 fire in parallel so that pv gets two tokens and
prep one.

All the just indicated transitions belong to join and the number of tokens
removed by a firing is bigger or equal to the number of tokens put by the same
firing.

The P/T’ system can simulate the program machine in a faithful way. If
starting from an input (tokens put in the counter places) the state place pf asso-
ciated to the final state of the program machine gets a token, then the program
machine accepts that input.

Part II: (A program machine can simulate such P/T’ systems) This proof
is similar to the one of Theorem 3, Part II.
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pw

t2 t3

prep

2

2

2

pv

ptrap

t4

t1

pγ ps

2

Figure 17: Net underlying the P/T’ system simulating (s, γ−, v, w).

Definition 8 (X expressions, X language, length of an X expression). Let V be
a finite alphabet, then:

·) ε (the empty string) is an X expression;

·) for each v ∈ V, v is an X expression;

·) if α and β are X expressions, then (α∪ β) is an X expression (union, in this
case α and β are called union-terms);

·) if α and β are X expressions different than the empty string, then (αβ) (con-
catenation), and (α+) (positive closure) are X expressions;

·) if β1, . . . , βm, γ1, . . . , γm are X expressions different than the empty string and
γ1, . . . , γm do not contain the union (∪) symbol, then (βn

1 γ1β
n
2 γ2 . . . βn

m), n ∈
N (exponentiation, in this case β1, . . . , βm are called exponentiation-terms
and γ1, . . . , γm are called exponentiation-separators) are X expressions.

The language defined by an X expression α is an X language and it is indi-
cated with Lα.

If α is an X expression over the alphabet V , then the length of α is defined
as the number of symbols of V ∪{ε} present in α. The length of an X expression
is indicated with ‖α‖.

It is clear that X languages define a superset of context-free languages and
a proper subsets of context-sensitive languages.

Given an X expression α, with ‖α‖+ we indicate the number of positive
closures present in α. If an X expression α = δβω with δ and ω X expressions
and β = βn

1 γ1 . . . βn
m, n ∈ N an exponentiation, then β is called maximal if there

are no γmβn
m+1 such that α = δβγmβn

m+1ω
′, nor βn

0 γ0 such that α = δ′βn
0 γ0βω,

with δ′ and ω′ X expressions..
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Given an X expression α, with ‖α‖exp we indicate the number of maximal
exponentiations present in α.

In writing X expressions we can omit many parentheses is we assume that
positive closure and exponentiation have precedence over concatenation or union,
and that concatenation has precedence over union. If, for instance, V = {a, b},
then α = ε ∪ (ab+ ∪ b)+ ∪ anbbanbanb is an X expression, ‖α‖ = 11, ‖α‖+ = 2
and ‖α‖exp = 1. The elements of V present in an X expression α over V are
considered numbered from left to right and are addressed with αi, 1 ≤ i ≤ ‖α‖.
In the previous example α1 = ε, α2 = a, α3 = b and so on. In a similar
way the positive closures and the maximal exponentiations present in an X
expression are considered numbered from left to right and are addressed with
+i, 1 ≤ i ≤ ‖α‖+ and expj , 1 ≤ j ≤ ‖α‖exp, respectively. In the previous
example +1 = b,+2 = (ab+ ∪ b), and exp1 = anbbanban.

Lemma 3. P/T systems having a finite number of places and transitions and
whose underlying net is composed only by join can accept X languages.

Proof. Given an X language Lα defined by the X expression α over an alpha-
bet V we construct a non-deterministic P/T system that can accept any word
defined by α. Let w be a word over V , if w 6∈ Lα, then the P/T system halts
with no token in its final place; if w ∈ Lα, then the P/T system can halt with
a token in its final place.

Let V = {v1, . . . , vn} be an alphabet and α = α1 . . . ατ (‖α‖ = τ) an X
expression over V defining the X language Lα.

The P/T system has input places named pε,j , pvi,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤
τ + 1. It has work places named s1, . . . , sτ , sτ+1 (being the final place), sz,
s+
1 , . . . , s+

‖α‖+ , sexp
1 , . . . , sexp

‖α‖exp

The transitions are introduced in the following:

concatenation: tl, 1 ≤ l ≤ τ are transitions with •tl = {sl, pαl,l} and t•l =
{sl+1} (the following items ii, v, viii, ix and x indicate exceptions to
these transitions).

Informally: these transitions allow the P/T system to check if all the
symbols present in α are also present in the input word. The exceptions
to these check are when unions or exponentiations are present in α;

union: for every β1, . . . , βr X expressions such that β1 ∪ . . . ∪ βr is present
in α, β1 = β1,1 . . . β1,‖β1‖ = αq1,1 . . . αq1,‖β1‖

; . . . ; βr = βr,1 . . . βr,‖βr‖ =
αqr,1 . . . αqr,‖βr‖ , there are transitions:

i) t
(1)
j , 2 ≤ j ≤ r with •t(1)j = {sq1,1 , pαqj,1 ,qj,1} and:

if |βj | = 1 and βj = β+
j , kth positive closure of α (1 ≤ k ≤ ‖α‖+),

then t
(1)•
j = {sqj,1};

otherwise, if |βj | = 1 and βj = βn
j exponentiation-term of the kth

exponentiation of α (1 ≤ k ≤ ‖α‖exp), then t
(1)•
j = {sg}, g being
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the position of the first symbol of the second exponentiation-term
in the same exponentiation;

otherwise, if |βj | = 1, then t
(1)•
j = {sqr,‖βr‖+1};

otherwise t
(1)•
j = {sqj,2}.

Informally: these transitions allow the P/T system to jump to check
the remaining part of a union-term when the first symbol of this
union-term is present;

ii) t
(2)
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ r with •t(2)j = {sqj,‖βj‖

, pαqj,‖βj‖
,qj,‖βj‖

}, t
(2)•
j = {sqr,‖βr‖+1}

and tqj,‖βj‖
from concatenation is not present.

Informally: when the last symbol of an element of a union-term has
been checked, then the P/T system goes to check the symbol present
after the last symbol of the last union-term (and not the first symbol
of the next union-term). If, for instance, α = (ab ∪ cd)e and the b
was there, then the P/T system checks the e (and not the c);

positive closure: for every X expression β such that β+ is present in α, β+ be-
ing the jth, 1 ≤ j ≤ ‖α‖+ positive closure present in α and β = β1 . . . βr =
αq . . . αq+r, there are transitions:

iii) t
(3)
q+r with •t(3)q+r = {sq+r, pαq+r,q+r} and t

(3)•
q+r = {s+

j }.
Informally: when the last symbol of β is checked the P/T system puts
a token into s+

j the work place associated with that specific positive
closure. The transitions given under concatenation allow the P/T
system to check the symbol coming after β.

iv) t+j with •t+j = {s+
j , pαq,q} and t+•j = {sq+1} if r > 1 or t+•j = {s+

j } if
r = 1.
Informally: when a token is present in s+

j the P/T system checks
once more the presence of the elements of the positive closure. If
instead of having s+

j a token were put in sq, then the P/T system
could not behave in the desired way.

exponentiation: for every β = βn
1 γ1β

n
2 γ2 . . . γmβn

m X expression in α such
that:
β1, . . . , βm, γ1, . . . , γm are X expressions;
β is the kth, 1 ≤ k ≤ ‖α‖exp maximal exponentiation present in α;
β1 = β1,1 . . . β1,‖β1‖ = αq1 . . . αq‖β1‖
γ1 = γ1,1 . . . γ1,‖γ1‖ = αq‖β1‖+1 . . . αq‖β1‖+‖γ1‖
. . .
βm = βm,1 . . . βm,‖βm‖ = αqPm−1

i=1 ‖βi‖+
Pm

i=1 ‖γi‖+1
. . . αqPm

i=1 ‖βi‖+‖γi‖

there are transitions:

v) t
(4)
k,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1 with •t(4)k,j = {sqxj

, pαqxj
,qxj

}, t(4)•k,j = {sqyj
} and

tqxj
from concatenation is not present, xj =

∑j
i=1 ‖βi‖+

∑j−1
i=1 ‖γi‖

and yj = 1 +
∑j

i=1 ‖βi‖+ ‖γi‖.
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Informally: these transitions allow the P/T system to check the
presence of the first symbol of βj+1 (and not the first symbol of
γj) when the last symbol of βj was there. If, for instance, α =
(ab)nc(de)nfgnhni, then β1 = (ab)n, γ1 = c, β2 = (de)n, γ2 = f, β3 =
gn, β4 = hn and during the check a b was there, then the P/T system
checks the d (and not the c); if an e was there, then the P/T system
checks the g (and not the f); if a g was there, then the P/T system
checks the h.

vi) t
(5)
k with •t(5)k = {sqx

, pαqx ,qx
} and t

(5)•
k = {sexp

k }, x =
∑m

i=1 ‖βi‖ +
‖γi‖.
Informally: when the last symbol of the last exponentiation-term has
been checked, then the P/T system puts a token into sexp

k the work
place associated to that specific exponentiation.

vii) texp
k with •texp

k = {sexp
k , pαq1 ,q1} and if ‖β1‖ > 1, then •texp

k = {sq2},
otherwise •texp

k = {sq‖β1‖+‖γ1‖+1}.
Informally: when a token is present in sexp

k the P/T system checks
once more the presence of the elements of the exponentiation closure.
If instead of having sexp

k a token were put in sq1 , then the P/T system
could not behave in the desired way.

viii) t
(6)
k with •t(6)k = •t(5)k , t

(6)•
k = {sq‖β1‖+1} and tqPm

i=1 ‖βi‖+‖γi‖
from

concatenation is not there.
Informally: the loop checking the exponentiation-terms can be inter-
rupted when the last symbol of the last exponentiation-term has been
checked. When this happens the first symbol of the first exponentiation-
separator is checked (and not what comes after the last symbol of the
last exponentiation-term). In the previous example if an h was there,
then the P/T system can go to check the c (and not the i).

ix) t
(7)
k,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1 with •t(7)k,j = {sqxj

, pαqxj
,qxj

}, t(7)•k,j = {sqyj
} and

tqxj
from concatenation is not there, xj =

∑j
i=1 ‖βi‖ + ‖γi‖, yj =

xj + ‖βj+1‖+ 1.
Informally: when the last symbol of a exponentiation-separator has
been checked, then the P/T system checks the first symbol of the
next expo-nentiation-separator (and not the first symbol of the next
exponentiation-term). In the previous example, after checking a c,
then f is checked (and not d).

x) t
(8)
k with •t(8)k = {sqx , pαqx ,qx}, t(8)•k = {sqy} and tqx from concatena-
tion is not there, x =

∑m−1
i=1 ‖βi‖+ ‖γi‖, y =

∑m
i=1 ‖βi‖+ ‖γi‖+ 1.

Informally: when the last symbol of the last exponentiation-separator
has been checked the P/T system checks the symbol coming after the
last symbol of the last exponentiation-term (and not the first symbol
of the next exponentiation-term). In the previous example, after
checking the f , then i is checked (and not g).
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extra: tvi,j with •tvi,j = {sτ+1, pvi,j}, t•vi,j
= {sz} for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤

τ + 1.

Informally: if when sτ+1 (final place) has a token any of the input places
contain at least one token, then the P/T system removes the token from
the final place.

All these transitions belong to join. An example of the construction of such
a P/T system is given in Section 5.1.

The initial configuration of the P/T system has always one token in s1.
Additionally, several tokens can be present in the remaining input places. Given
a word w over V there are several ways to put tokens in the input places, this
is called encoding. Only one encoding associated to a word in L eventually let
the P/T system to halt with a token in its final place. We call this encoding
proper, the other are called improper. If w 6∈ Lα or if w ∈ L but the encoding
was not a proper one, then the P/T system never halts with a token in its final
place.

Let w = w1 . . . w|w|, w 6= ε be a word over V = {v1, . . . , vn}, for every symbol
wi ∈ V, 1 ≤ i ≤ |w| a token is put in one of the pvj ,m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ m ≤ τ + 1
places. The encoding of w follows the algorithm:

I) if the token for wi is put in pwi,j , then the token for wi+1 can be put in
pwi+1,k, k ≥ j;

II) if the token for wx is put in pwx,x, the token for wx+1 is put in pwx+1,x+1 and
so on until the token for wx+y−1 is put in pwx+y−1,x+y−1, then it is possible
to put the token for wx+y in pwx,x if wx = wx+y, the token for wx+y+1 in
pwx+1,x+1 if wx+1 = wx+y+1 and so on until the token for wx+2y−1 is put
in pwy−1,y−1 if wx+2y = wx+y−1;

III) if w = γω and for all symbols in γ a token has been put in the P/T system,
then it is possible to put no token related to the symbols in ω only if at
least one of the pvj ,τ+1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n places has at least one token.

In case w = ε, then a token is put in one of the pε,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ τ + 1.
The examples present in Section 5.2 show how, for a given word, it is possible

to put tokens in the places of such a P/T system.
The P/T system works in the following way: most of the firing of transitions

check if a symbol in a certain position in the input word (indicated by a token in
an input place) can be matched with a symbol in the X expression α (indicated
by a token in a work place) defining the language L. If the firing occurs, then
such matching is present, if not the P/T system will never have a token in its
final place sτ+1.

The possible checking firing sequences of the P/T system are:

concatenation: for each β = β1 . . . β‖β‖, β1, . . . , β‖β‖ ∈ V ∪ {ε} X expression
present in α, the firing sequence checking if β1, . . . , β‖β‖ are consecutive
symbols in the input word is possible;
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union: for each β1 ∪ . . . ∪ βr X expression present in α, β1, . . . , βr being X
expressions, the firing sequences checking if any of the βi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r is
present in the input word is possible;

positive closure: for each β+ X expression present in α, the firing sequence
checking if any consecutive repetition of β is present in the input word is
possible;

exponentiation: for each β = βn
1 γ1β

n
2 γ2 . . . γmβn

m X expression present in α
such that:
β1, . . . , βm, γ1, . . . , γm are X expressions;
β is a maximal exponentiation present in α; γ1, . . . , γm do not contain the
union (∪) symbol;
the firing checking that all the exponentiation-terms are present n times
and that the exponentiation-separators are present is possible;

no more: no other checking firing sequence is possible.

It is possible that after any of these checking firing sequences the P/T system
ends up in a configuration having a token in sτ+1. When this happens another
firing can take place only if any of the input places pvj ,m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ m ≤
τ + 1 has a token. When a token is present in sτ+1 any of these input places
has a token if:

w 6∈ L;

w ∈ L but the encoding was not proper;

w ∈ L, the encoding was proper, but the P/T system followed a firing sequence
that did not lead to have a token in sτ+1.

The examples present in Section 5.3 indicates these three situations.
In any of these cases the P/T system performs one more firing (the final

one) such that the token from sτ+1 is removed.
In order to complete this proof we have to show that no encoding of w 6∈ Lα

can lead the P/T system to have a token in sτ+1. This is a direct consequence
of the encoding algorithm and the possible checking firing sequences that the
P/T system can have. The encoding algorithm allows to encode the input word
in a sequence of concatenations, unions and exponentiation (item I), positive
closures (item II) and not to encode the final part of the input word only if any
pvi,τ+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n has a token (item III). The checking firing can only follow the
concatenations, unions, exponentiations and positive closures present in α. So,
knowing that if w 6∈ Lα it is not possible to derive it from α, then the encoding
of w never leads the P/T system to have a token in sτ+1.

5 Examples related to Lemma 3

In this section we describe the P/T system having a finite number of places
and transitions and whose underlying net is composed only by join accepting
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the X language defined by the X expression α = ε ∪ (aa)+ ∪ anbban. This is a
rather simple X expression, anyhow we will see that the P/T system accepting
Lα (partially depicted in Figure 18) is complex.

5.1 Creation of the P/T system

We consider the alphabet V = {a, b} and the X expression α = ε∪(aa)+∪anbban,
so we have ‖α‖ = 7 = τ, ‖α‖+ = 1, ‖α‖exp = 1. The input places of the P/T
system are: pε,j , pa,j and pb,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 8 = τ + 1; the work places are: s1, . . . , s8

(final place), sz, s
+
1 and sexp

1 .
The transitions are introduced in the following:

concatenation: t1 is not present, t
(2)
1 is present instead;

t2 is present with •t2 = {s2, pa,2} and t•2 = {s3};
t3 is not present, t

(2)
2 is present instead;

t4 is not present, t
(4)
1,1 is present instead;

t5 is present with •t5 = {s5, pb,5} and t•5 = {s6};
t6 is not present, t

(7)
1,1 and t

(8)
1 are present instead;

t7 is not present, t
(2)
3 and t

(6)
1 are present instead;

union t
(1)
2 is present with •t(1)2 = {s1, pa,2} and t

(1)•
2 = {s3};

t
(1)
3 is present with •t(1)3 = {s1, pa,4} and t

(1)•
3 = {s7};

t
(2)
1 is present with •t(2)1 = {s1, pε,1} and t

(2)•

1 = {s8};
t
(2)
2 is present with •t(2)2 = {s3, pa,3} and t

(2)•

2 = {s8};
t
(2)
3 is present with •t(2)3 = {s7, pa,7} and t

(2)•

3 = {s8};

positive closure: t
(3)
3 is present with •t(3)3 = {s3, pa,3} and t

(3)•
3 = {s+

1 };
t+1 is present with •t+1 = {s+

1 , pa,2} and t+•1 = {s3};

exponentiation: t
(4)
1,1 is present with •t(4)1,1 = {s4, pa,4} and t

(4)•
1,1 = {s7};

t
(5)
1 is present with •t(5)1 = {s7, pa,7} and t

(5)•
1 = {sexp

1 };
texp
1 is present with •texp

1 = {sexp
1 , pa,4} and texp•

1 = {s7};
t
(6)
1 is present with •t(6)1 = {s7, pa,7} and t

(6)•
1 = {s5};

t
(7)
1,1 is present with •t(7)1,1 = {s6, pb,6} and t

(7)•
1,1 = {s8};

t
(8)
1 is present with •t(8)1 = {s6, pb,6} and t

(8)•
1 = {s8};

extra: ta,j are present with •ta,j = {s8, pa,j}, t•a,j = {sz} and tb,j are present
with •tb,j = {s8, pb,j}, t•b,j = {sz}, 1 ≤ j ≤ 8.
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Figure 18: Partially depicted net underlying a P/T system accepting a(bb)∗∪a.

The just described P/T system is partially depicted in Figure 18. All the
work places and only the input places pε,1, pa,2, pa,3, pa,4, pb,5, pb,6 and pa,7 are
depicted; all transitions except t

(8)
1 (being similar to t

(7)
1,1 and the one related to

extra are depicted, too.

5.2 Encoding

Let us consider the word w1 = a4bba4 which belongs to Lα the X language
defined by the X expression α. As indicated earlier only for words in Lα it is
possible to have a proper encoding.

(First encoding) In case of w1 the proper encoding is putting four tokens in
pa,4, one token in pb,5, one token in pb,6 and four tokens in pa,7. This encoding
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followed I.
There are several improper encoding for w1 here we indicate two of them.
(Second encoding) For instance, one improper encoding of w1 is: put one

token in pa,2 and one token in pa,3 (allowed by I), put one token in pa,2 and in
pa,3 (allowed by II), put one token pb,5, one token in pb,6 and four tokens in pa,7

(allowed by I);
(Third encoding) Another improper encoding for w1 is: put four tokens in

pa,4 (allowed by I), put one token in pb,8 (allowed by I) and do not put any
other token (allowed by III).

We consider also another word w2 = a3bba4 6∈ Lα and the encoding:
(Fourth encoding) Put three tokens in pa,4, one token in pb,5, one token in

pb,6 and four tokens in pa,7. This encoding followed I.

5.3 Firing sequences

Let us recall that the initial configuration of the P/T system always has one
token in s1.

As the P/T system is non-deterministic, for each encoding (that is, for each
initial configurations) the system can have more than one firing sequence.

(First encoding) One firing sequence associated to this encoding is:
t
(1)
3 t

(5)
1 texp

1 t
(5)
1 texp

1 t
(5)
1 texp

1 t
(6)
1 t5t

(7)
1,1 .

The firing of t
(7)
1,1 let a token to be put in s8, final state of the P/T system.

In this way the word is accepted.
Another firing sequence associated to this encoding is t

(1)
3 t

(6)
1 t5t

(7)
1,1ta,4. The

firing of ta,4 let a token to be put in sz. The word is not accepted.
(Second encoding) The firing sequence t2t

(3)
3 t+1 t

(2)
2 tb,5 is associated to this

encoding. The firing of tb,5 let a token to be put in sz. The word is not
accepted.

(Third encoding) The only possible firing sequence associated to this encod-
ing is: t

(1)
3 . As there is no token in s8 the word is not accepted.

(Fourth encoding) The firing sequence t
(1)
3 t

(5)
1 texp

1 t
(5)
1 texp

1 t
(5)
1 is associated to

this encoding. As there is no token in s8 the word is not accepted.

6 Applications

In sections 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 we show how the results obtained in Section 4 can
be useful in the analysis of the computing power of systems based on symbol
objects. Normally such analysis are based on simulations of other systems.
The results obtained in Section 4 allow us to have a different way to analyse
the computing power of systems based on symbol objects. Instead of asking
questions of the kind: “Is the computational power of this computing system
equal to the one of program machines?” we can ask questions of the kind:
“What are the building blocks and their compositions that can be simulated
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by this computing system?”. The answer to this question together with the
theorems present in Section 4 allows to define precisely or upper bounds to the
computing power of systems based on symbol objects. Moreover, it is possible
to know the computational power of the system under study if some features
are removed/added to it.

In this way the analysis of the computational power of these systems is much
faster (at the cost of now knowing all the details given by a direct simulation).

Lately several computability models inspired by direct observations of liv-
ing systems have been proposed. Cells, with their biochemical processes, are
studied as computational devices. The complex structure of the cell may be
modelled as a set of (nested) compartments delimited by membranes, compart-
ments and membrane can contain objects (representing chemicals) that may
interact between themselves, move between compartments or change the topo-
logical structure defined by the membranes.

These reflections led to the definition, in between others, of two models:
membrane systems and brane calculi that we consider in the following sections.

Membrane systems [28] (also known as P systems) considers systems based
on a topological structure in which objects are placed and can be subject to
operations. Several models of P systems have been defined [29, 33] and studied
for their computational properties.

Brane calculi [4] abstracts living cells differently than membrane computing.
This calculi pays more attention to the fidelity of the biological reality and uses
the framework of process algebra to target problems arising in systems biology.
Several studies focused on the computational properties of brane calculi.

6.1 Application to P systems with catalysts

Definition 9. A generating P system with catalysts of degree m is a construct

Π = (V, C, µ, L1, . . . , Lm, R1, . . . , Rm, comp)

where:

V is a finite alphabet;

C ⊂ V is a set of catalysts;

µ = (Q,E) is a tree such that the root has only one child underlying Π with;

Q ⊂ N contains vertexes. For simplicity we define Q = {1, . . . , m}. Each
vertex in Q defines a compartment of Π;

E ⊆ Q×Q defines directed labelled edges between vertexes, indicated by
(i, j), i, j ∈ Q, i 6= j;

Li, 1 ≤ i ≤ m are multisets over V . The elements in L1, . . . , Lm have finite
multiplicity;
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Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ m are finite sets of rules of the kind: x → y or cx → cy with
x ∈ V \ C, c ∈ C and y ∈ ((V \ C) × {here, in, out})∗, where the set
{here, in, out} contains target indicators;

comp ∈ Q is an elementary compartment called output compartment.

The symbols in V \C are called non-catalysts. Rules of the kind x → y and
cx → cy abstract chemical reactions. Vertex 1 defines the skin compartment
of µ. A configuration of Π is an m-tuple (M1, . . . , Mm) of multisets over V
associated to the compartments of Π. The m-tuple (L1, . . . , Lm) is called initial
configuration.

The rules Rj associated to compartment j, can change the multisets Mj , Mi

and Mk over V , associated to vertexes j, i and k, respectively. Let us consider
that i if the father of j and j is the father of k and that x → y ∈ Rj (ca →
cy ∈ Rj), x ∈ Mj (c, x ∈ Mj), y = (y1, tar1) . . . (y|y|, tar|y|) with yp ∈ V \ C
and tarp ∈ {here, in, out}, 1 ≤ p ≤ |y|. Moreover, without loss of generality,
we assume that tar1 = . . . = tarp1 = here, tarp1+1 = . . . = tarp2 = in and
tarp2+1 = . . . = tar|y| = out. The application of x → y (ca → cy ∈ Rj) changes:

Mj into M ′
j = Mj \ x ∪ y1 . . . yp1 ;

Mi into M ′
i = Mi ∪ yp2+1 . . . y|y|;

Mk into M ′
k = Mk ∪ yp1+1 . . . yp2 .

The use of target indicators is an abstraction of the passage of molecules
across membranes. In the following the target indicator here is omitted. For two
configurations (M1, . . . , Mm) and (M ′

1, . . . , M
′
m) of Π we write (M1, . . . ,Mm) ⇒

(M ′
1, . . . ,M

′
m) to indicate a transition from (M1, . . . , Mm) to (M ′

1, . . . ,M
′
m),

that is, the application of a multiset of rules associated to each compartment
under the requirement of maximal parallelism. The reflexive and transitive
closure of ⇒ is indicated by ⇒∗.

A computation is a finite sequence of transitions between configurations of a
system Π starting from the initial configuration (L1, . . . , Lm). A computation
halts when the multiset of applicable rules has empty support. In the following:

N · gPC(m, δ) denotes the family of numbers equivalent to the multisets of sym-
bols counted with their multiplicity present in compartment comp when
the computations halts for generating P systems with catalysts of degree
at most m and using at most δ catalysts;

N · gPC−c(m, δ) denotes the family of numbers equivalent to the multisets of
non-catalyst counted with their multiplicity present in compartment comp
when the computations halts for generating P systems with catalysts of
degree at most m and using at most δ catalysts;

In a similar way accepting P systems with catalysts can be defined. These
systems are such that the compartment comp, called input compartment, con-
tains in the initial configuration the input. If such a system halts, then it is said
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to accept the input. Following the denotation given in the list above, the fami-
lies of sets of numbers accepted by P systems with catalysts of degree at most
m, using at most δ catalysts are denoted by N ·aPC(m, δ) and N ·aPC−c(m, δ).

A P system with catalysts is called catalytic-P system if every rule involves a
catalyst, that is, if no rule of the kind x → y, x ∈ V \C, y ∈ (V \C)∗ is present.
Following the denotations given above, the families of generating and accepting
catalytic-P systems of degree at most m, using at most δ catalysts are denoted
by N · gCatP (m, δ), N · gCatP−c(m, δ), N ·aCatP (m, δ) and N ·aCatP−c(m, δ).

It is important to notice that in the just given definition the environment,
that is, the compartment father of the skin compartment where elements are
present in an unbounded number of copies, is not present. This is because it is
not needed in the systems considered in the following. The original definition
of P systems with catalysts considered the presence of the environment (and
of priority between rules) but subsequent study let realise that this component
was not always needed.

Lemma 4. The building blocks join and fork can be simulated by generating
P systems with catalysts of degree 1 and with 2 catalysts.

Proof. A fork building block can be simulated by a rule of the kind x → y1y2

where {x} is the input set and {y1, y2} is the output set of the transition in the
fork.

A join building block can be regarded as a rule of the kind x1x2 → y1 where
{x1, x2} is the input set and {y1} is the output set of the transition in the join.
If x1, x2 6= y1, then this kind of rules do not belong to P systems with catalysts,
but they can be simulated by sets of rules in these systems.

Let us consider such a P system with V = {x1, x
′
1, x

′′
1 , x2, x

′
2, x

′′
2 , y1, c1, c2, ?},

C = {c1, c2} and the rules
1 : c1x1 → c1x

′
1x
′′
1 , 2 : c2x2 → c2x

′
2x
′′
2 , 3 : c1x

′
2 → c1, 4 : c2x

′
1 → c2,

5 : c1x
′′
2 → c1y1, 6 : c2x

′′
1 → c2, 7 : c1x

′′
1 → c1?, 8 : c2x

′′
2 → c2?,

9 : c1x
′
1 → c1?, 10 : c2x

′
2 → c2?, 11 : x′1 → ?, 12 : x′2 → ?,

13 : ? → ?.
In order to facilitate the explanation rules have been numbered. In the

following, numbers in between parenthesis indicate that the relative rules are
applied in parallel. Only one sequence of application of the previous rules can
lead to the simulation of the join. Any other application leads to the introduc-
tion of the symbol ? and the subsequent continuous application of rule 13 let
the P system to never halt.

If at least one instance of x1 and x2 is present in the compartment of the P
system, then the application of (1, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6) let to have one instance of
y1. From the same initial configuration the application of (1, 2), (11, 12) let the
system to never halt. If instead only one instance of x1 and no instance of x2 is
present, then the application of either 1, (4, 7), or 1, (6, 9) or 1, (6, 11) let the
system to never halt. Similarly if only one instance of x2 and no instance of x1

is present.
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If more than one instance of x1 and only one instance of x2 are present, then
the application of (1, 2), (1, 4, 12) let the system to never halt. Similarly if
more than one instance of x2 and only one instance of x1 are present.

We indicate a few things in respect to the proof of the previous lemma:

i) the simulation of fork can be performed in one transition while the sim-
ulation of a join requires at least three transitions;

ii) in some cases (as the application of (1, 4, 12)) three rules are applied in
parallel. If we want to create a catalytic-P system, then a third catalyst
has to be introduced.

iii) because of the rules c1x1 → c1x
′
1x
′′
1 and c2x2 → c2x

′
2x
′′
2 we say that c1 is

associated to x1 and that c2 is associated to x2;

iv) the simulation of a join requires both catalysts. This means that if we
consider to follow this simulation and the given P system has only 2 cat-
alysts, then at most one join per time can be simulated;

v) the rules c1x
′′
1 → c1? and c2x

′′
2 → c2? are present to introduce the symbol

? in case one of the rules c1x1 → c1x
′
1x
′′
1 and c2x2 → c2x

′
2x
′′
2 , respectively,

is not applied. This can only happen only if x1 and x2, respectively, are
not present. But this means that if in a P system the symbol x1, for
instance, is for sure present, then there is no need of the rule c1x1 → c1?.
Similarly, if the symbol x1 can be present at most once, then there is no
need to have the rule x′1 → ?.

vi) the simulation of a join is non-deterministic as, for instance, when x1 and
x2 are present, then several sequences of rules can be applied.

If we consider the proof of Theorem 3, Part I, then we realise that Lemma
4 provides the necessary conditions to prove that P systems with catalysts can
simulate program machines. The sufficient condition is provided showing that
the composition of join and fork as depicted in Figure 1 can be simulated.

In the following we call 0-test net the net depicted in Figure 1 and 0-test
P/T system any P/T system having the 0-test net as underlying net and either
(ps) or (ps, pγ = k), k ∈ N, as initial configuration.

Lemma 5. Generating P systems with 2 catalysts and one compartment can
simulate the 0-test P/T system.

Proof. If we consider the MSCG of the 0-test P/T system depicted in Figure
6.c, then we realise that each firing contains at most one transitions of a join.
This means that the simulation of join indicated in the proof of Lemma 4 can
be used. Moreover, we notice that in the 0-test P/T system some places (pγ)
can have more than one token while others (all the remaining places in that net)
can have at most one token. Let us now assume that the number of tokens in a
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place p in the 0-test P/T system is represented in the P system by the number
of occurrences of a symbol p.

We associate catalyst c1 to the place pγ . This means that the rules c1pγ →
c1p

′
γp′′γ and c1p

′′
γ → c1? are in the P system. As the place pγ can have more

than one token, then the catalyst c1 has to be ‘kept busy’ during the simulation
of the 0-test P/T system. If not, then the presence of more than one token
in pγ would lead to the application of c1pγ → c1p

′
γp′′γ when c1 is not ‘busy’.

This, in turn, could imply the application of c1p
′′
γ → c1? and the consequent

impossibility to simulate the 0-test P/T system.
Now we are ready to list the rules needed for such simulation:

1 : c1ps → c1p1, 2 : c1pγ → c1p
′
γp′′γ , 3 : c2p1 → c2p

′
1p
′′
1 , 4 : c1p

′
1 → c1

5 : c2p
′
γ → c2, 6 : c1p

′′
1 → c1p3, 7 : c2p

′′
γ → c2, 8 : c2p

′′
1 → c2p4,

9 : c1p
′
γ → c1?, 10 : c2p

′
1 → c2?, 11 : p′γ → ?, 12 : c1p3 → c1pv,

13 : c1p4 → c1pw, 14 : ? → ?.
The simulation of the 0-test P/T system in case there are no tokens in pγ

is performed by the application of 1, 3, (4, 8), 13. In case there are tokens
in pγ , then the simulation is performed by 1, (2, 3), (4, 5), (6, 7), 12. Other
application of rules, similar to the ones indicated in the proof of Lemma 4 are
possible, but they all lead to the introduction of ?.

Notice that in the previous lemma we considered P/T systems firing under
maximal strategy, while the definition of P systems with catalysts indicates that
they operate under maximal parallelism. This is not an issue because of Lemma
1.

The previous two lemmas tell us that P systems with catalysts can simulate
program machines. So, if somebody were strictly interested to this quest, then
the research could stop here. Anyhow, these two lemmas do not tell us all
the details: how such P systems can simulate program machines? how many
compartment are needed? and so on. Considering what we said until now these
are not difficult questions to answer.

The content of the different counters of the program machine can be repre-
sented by the number of occurrences of different symbols, while the states by
other different symbols. The only restriction present in this simulation is given
by the catalyst c1. As said in the proof of Lemma 5 this catalyst has to be ‘kept
busy’. This means that if when the symbol sf , associated to the final state of
the program machine, is present in the compartment where the symbols rep-
resenting the values of the counters are also present, then the P system would
introduce the ? and never halt. We can overcome this limitation in two ways.

If we consider a generating program machine, then we can consider one
only increasing the value of the output computer. In this case the P system
would have a cell-tree with two compartments as underlying structure: µ =
({1, 2}, {(1, 2)}). Compartment 1, the final compartment, would collect the
symbols associated to the output counter by rules of the kind c1s → c1v(γ, in)
(simulating instructions of the kind (s, γ+, v)).
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If instead we consider accepting program machines, then one compartment
is enough. In the initial configuration the P system would have in its compart-
ment: the number of occurrences symbols associated to the input counter, the
two catalysts and s1 the symbol associated to the initial state of the program
machine. The P system can halt only if a proper simulation of the program
machine has been performed. In all halting configurations the two catalysts
remain in the compartment (sf , the symbol associated to the final state of the
program machine, can be removed by this compartment by c1sf → c1).

We can then state:

Theorem 8. N2 · aCP (1, 2) = N2 · aCatP (1, 3) = N2 ·RE;

N · gCP (2, 2) = N · gCatP (2, 3) = N ·aCP−c(1, 2) = N ·aCatP−c(1, 3) = N·RE.

It is because of item ii in the list at page 38 that the catalytic-P systems
mentioned in the previous theorem have three counters.

From Theorem 4 we then know that:

Theorem 9. The families N · gCP (2, 2), N · gCatP (2, 3), N2 · aCP (1, 2), N2 ·
aCatP (1, 3), N · aCP−c(1, 2), N · aCatP−c(1, 3) when maximal parallelism is
not considered are equivalent to the one generated by partially blind program
machines.

A join building block can be regarded as a rule of the kind cx → c, c ∈ C
and x ∈ V \ C. If we consider this together with Theorem 6, then we obtain

Corollary 1. Accepting catalytic-P systems with only rules of the kind cx →
c, c ∈ C and x ∈ V \ C can accept only finite languages.

Let us change Definition 9 so that rules of the kind x → y can be present
only if rules of the kind cz → cx are also present and let us call the resulting P
systems with catalysts restricted. Then, as a consequence of Lemma 4, Lemma
5, Theorem 8 and Theorem 5 we obtain:

Corollary 2. Restricted P systems with catalysts of degree 2 and two catalysts
and restricted catalytic-P systems of degree 2 and three catalysts can simulate
restricted program machines.

A direct, that is, not using building blocks, proof of Theorem 8 can be found
in [6]. One could argue that the ‘difficulty’ of proving Theorem 8 with building
blocks or in direct way is comparable. Anyhow, we think that the proof based
on building blocks is further reaching because of the results presented in Section
4.

In the following sections we are not as detailed as we have been in the present
one. This means that we are not going to prove results, but we only indicate
how to re-read obtained results under the light of what presented in Section 4.
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6.2 Applications to P system with symport/antiport

P systems with symport/antiport were introduced in [27] as a computing model
solely based on the synchronised passage of objects between compartments.

P systems with symport/antiport with maximal parallelism have been ex-
tensively studied (see, for instance, [8, 13, 19, 20]), to our knowledge only one
study [10] considered these systems when maximal parallelism is not present.
In this last case the author focused on symport/antiport rules with weight 1
(both for symport and antiport). The weight of symport and antiport related
to the number of objects effected by these rules.

The proof of Theorem 3 indicates that it is possible for a P/T system of the
kind indicated there to simulate a program machine, and for a program machine
to simulate such a P/T system. This means that if it possible to prove that a P
system with symport/antiport and weight 1 can simulate either a P/T system
of the kind indicated in Theorem 3 or a program machine, then what stated by
theorems 4 and 5 is valid for restricted variants of this kind of P systems.

If we consider this, then [10, theorems 2 and 3] do not come as a surprise.
These theorems indicate that the computational power of P systems with sym-
port/antiport with weight 1 and without maximal parallelism is equivalent to
the one of partially blind program machine.

Also not surprising is then that the computational power of P systems with
symport/antiport with weight 1, no maximal parallelism and with a bounded
number of objects is equivalent to the one of restricted program machines (this
was hinted, but not proved, in [18]).

Of course, these deductions do not tell us about the details (number of mem-
brane compartments, their arrangement, etc.) of the simulating system.

Similar conclusions (based on theorems 4 and 5) can be drawn for any system
of the kind considered in this paper that can simulate a program machine.

6.3 Applications to conformon-P systems

In this section we consider another model of P systems: conformon-P systems
[9] a novel computational device whose early inspiration comes from a theoret-
ical model of the living cell and membrane computing. We will see how the
assumption of nets with an unbounded number of elements (defined in Section
2.1) and the results obtained under this assumption (Section 3) prove to be
useful.

Theorem 3 in [9] states that the computational power of conformons-P sys-
tems in which some conformons can be present in unbounded number of copies
is equivalent to the one of program machines. These systems have two kinds of
unboundness: they can have an unbounded number of conformons and the value
of some conformons can be unbounded. Moreover, they do not have maximal
parallelism, priorities or any sort of inhibitors.

How can then Theorem 3 in [9] hold?
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It holds because of item 4 in Theorem 2. This means that this model of
conformon-P systems can simulate (or being simulated) by a P/T system with
an unbounded number of places and transitions. The definition of this model
of conformon-P systems is finite but, as it contains the possibility to have some
conformons present in an unbounded number of copies, then, when simulated by
a P/T system this P/T system, needs to have an unbounded number of places
and transitions.

Can this model of conformon-P systems be simulated by a P/T system with
a bounded number of places and transitions without maximal concurrency, max-
imal strategy, priorities or inhibitor arcs?

No, because of what we wrote in Section 3 (that is, the proof of Theorem 2).

We can now reason on conformon-P system in a similar way as we did for P
systems with symport/antiport. If, as in [9, Theorem 1], we consider conformon-
P systems in which the number of conformons is unbounded but the sum of
all the values of all conformons is finite (that is, the conformons present in
unbounded copies have 0 as initial value), then the computational power is de-
creased to the one of partially blind program machines (as indicated by Theorem
4).

If, as in [11, theorems 1 and 2], we consider conformon-P systems in which
the number of (input) conformons, (input) membranes and the value of each
conformon is finite, then the computation power is reduced to the one of re-
stricted program machines (as indicated by Theorem 5).

6.4 Applications to brane calculi

In [3] it is proved that the computational power of brane calculi when equipped
with the operations phago and exo is equivalent to the one of program machines.
This result is obtained with a calculi lacking maximal parallelism, maximal con-
currency, priorities of any kind of inhibition. Knowing Theorem 2 and Theorem
3 it is not surprising than that this result needs an unbounded number of mem-
branes.

In [5] it is proved that the computational power of brane calculi when
equipped with the operations mate and drip and maximal parallelism is present
it is equivalent to the one of program machines. Knowing Theorem 3 it is
not surprising that this version of brane calculi does not require an unbounded
number of membranes.

7 Final remarks

The work presented in this paper is a continuation of [12]. Section 6 in [12]
contains, between others, the following questions (we restate them here for con-
sistency with the present paper):

Q1 How computationally powerful is a P/T system having an underlying net
composed by proper subsets of fork and join?
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Q2 How the computational power is effected if we limit the kind of relative
arrangements of pairs of fork and join?

Q3 What is the computational power of the net depicted in Figure 9 if it under-
lies a P/T system and we allow more than one place of the kind pγ=i, i ∈ N0

to have one or several tokens?

In the present paper we addressed Q1 and Q2. Unfortunately we were not
able to determine the computational power of P/T systems with maximal con-
currency having a finite number of places and transitions and whose underlying
net is composed only by join. Theorem 7 does not satisfy us as it is not only
based on the dynamics (that is, the presence of only join) but considers systems
with limitations in the weight function. Moreover, we were not able to classify
exactly (we only gave a lower bound) the kind of P/T systems considered in
Lemma 3.

We were able to answer Q2 only partially (Theorem 5).

We think that the line of research present in this paper is important and
worth continuing. Looking at the dynamics of a system it is possible to unify
(that is, regard as similar) elements that otherwise are seen as different (Theo-
rem 2). This, together with the study of the dynamical properties of a system,
allows to unify different computing models, facilitates the study of their com-
putational power and introduces new measures of complexity.

Let us assume, for instance, to have a system whose dynamical components
can be mapped into a join and that in this mapping more than one token can be
present in a place. For example, this could be a chemical system in which only
reactions of the kind A+B → C are present, A,B and C being chemicals. Then
we know that this system could accept X languages. We say ‘could’ because the
system can have limitations in its way to operate: transitions that cannot fire
in a certain sequence (two different chemical reactions that cannot happen in
sequence in the same solution), or that have to fire in a certain sequence (two
different chemical reactions that can only happen in a certain sequence), etc.
that do not allow it to accept X languages.

If it is not strictly needed to know the details of the system accepting a cer-
tain language, then this kind of deductions are very useful as they avoid tedious
proofs. In Section 6 we only considered P system and brane calculi but de-
ductions similar to the ones indicated in that section can be obtained for other
formalism (Diophantine equations, other kinds of calculi, etc.).

The study of Petri nets as a computing device or the study of the dynamical
properties of specific computing devices with Petri nets is already present in the
literature (see, for instance, [2, 21, 23, 16]). It should be clear that our research
differs from what present in the literature as we focus on the dynamical prop-
erties of systems and our results are valid for any system that can be simulated
by P/T systems. Despite our extensive research we did not find any trace of
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work on the same lines of what indicated in this paper.

Our aim on this subject is to create full hierarchies of accepting and gen-
erating computational processes in terms of join and fork, their combinations
and the function W .
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